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Motivation

Non life insurance, reserve estimating outstanding liabilities:
▶ Aim: Forecast amount of claims which have been underwritten

in the past, but are not settled yet.

▶ Predict outstanding loss liabilities for debts to policyholders.

▶ This is a significant part of the technical reserve in the financial
statements of insurance companies.

▶ This is an important point considering the sale of policies, because
the outstanding liabilities have a large influence on the price.

▶ Solvency II: EU directive which requires (among other things)
several statistical quality standards in the models used to quantify
the technical reserves.
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Classical Reserving
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The individual claims mechanism

The life of an individual claim in the general claims process:

Three categories of claim:
▶ Reported and paid
▶ Reported but not settled, RBNS
▶ Incurred but not reported, IBNR
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The problem: stochastic reserving

Outstanding liabilities arise from two types of delay during the claims
process:

▶ Reporting delay
▶ Settlement delay

Objectives:
▶ How large future claim payments are likely to be.
▶ The timing of future claim payments.
▶ The distribution of possible outcomes: future cash-flows.
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Payment triangle

Figure: Motor Personal Injury payments
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The Chain Ladder Method

▶ CLM is one of the most celebrated and well-known methods to
estimate outstanding liabilities.

▶ developed in a time where closed form expressions where useful

▶ often gives reasonable results, intuitively appealing
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The Chain Ladder Method:

Figure: Source: Weindorfer (2012)
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The Chain Ladder Method

Current method for calculating loss reserves: CLM

▶ simplicity and intuitive appeal
▶ operates from one run-off triangle (payments, incurred)

CLM suffers from these main drawbacks:
▶ originally just a clever algorithm, no statistical model
▶ Unstable estimates
▶ Unable to separate RBNS and IBNR claims

To address these limitations we introduce a statistical model.
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Double Chain Ladder
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The modelled data: two run-off triangles
▶ Incremental aggregated payment data.

▶ Incremental aggregated counts data, which is assumed to be
fully run off.
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Double Chain Ladder

The data:

▶ Aggregated payments: XI = {Xij : (i, j) ∈ I}, with Xij being
the total payments from claims incurred in year i and paid with j
periods delay from year i.

▶ Aggregated incurred counts: NI = {Nik : (i, k) ∈ I}, with Nik

being the total number of claims of insurance incurred in year i
which have been reported with k periods delay from year i.
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The DCL method to estimate the model
Double Chain Ladder is a statistical model which works on multiple
run-off triangles.

The parameters involved in the model:
▶ Ultimate claim numbers: αi

▶ Reporting delay: βj

▶ Ultimate payment numbers: α̃i

▶ Development delay: β̃j

▶ Individual payment mean in first period: µ
▶ Severity inflation: γi
▶ Settlement delay: πl
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First moment assumptions

M1 The counts:
▶ Nij random variables with mean having multiplicative

parametrization E[Nij ] = αiβj

▶ identification
∑m−1

j=0 βj = 1

M2 The RBNS delay:
▶ mean of RBNS delay variables is E[Npaid

ijl |Nm] = Nij π̃l, for each
(i, j) ∈ I, l = 0, ...,m− 1.

M3 The payments:
▶ Conditional on the number of payments, the mean of the individual

payments size is given by E[Y
(k)
ijl |N

paid
ijl ] = µ̃lγi.
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Double Chain Ladder
Now, we can estimate our DCL parameters and obtain for the RBNS:

X̂rbns
ij =

j∑
l=i−m+j

α̂iβ̂j−lπ̂lµ̂γ̂i.

We obtain for the IBNR:

X̂ibnr
ij =

i−m+j−1∑
l=0

α̂iβ̂j−lπ̂lµ̂γ̂i.

The outstanding loss liabilities point estimates are then

X̂ij = X̂rbns
ij + X̂ibnr

ij .
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Summary

▶ DCL produces (just like CLM) estimations for the total of the
incremental payments.

▶ The classical chain ladder algorithm is applied twice to obtain
estimates for all of the parameters in the model.

▶ They give the same value for the point estimates but DCL gives
us more information.
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The Double Chain Ladder model
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The Double Chain Ladder model
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The reserve per underwriting year
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The Double Chain Ladder model

Summary of the major drawback of classical chain ladder (and thus
the basic Double Chain Ladder method):

▶ The lack of sufficient data in the most recent underwriting years
yields to a severity inflation estimation being too instable and
thus not trustable in those most recent years.

▶ Even worse, those most recent underwriting years account for
the very major part of the reserve.
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Extensions of
Double Chain Ladder
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Extensions of Double Chain Ladder

Solution: Incorporate expert knowledge.
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Extensions of Double Chain Ladder

The incurred triangle:

▶ It is not data, but a mixture of data and expert knowledge.
▶ It contains payments and case estimates of RBNS claims.
▶ From the incurred triangle, one can extract the RBNS part

estimated by the case department.
▶ The RBNS case estimates differ from the DCL RBNS estimates.
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Extensions of Double Chain Ladder

BDCL - Double Chain Ladder and Bornhutter-Ferguson:
▶ Aim: Adjust for unstable severity inflation.

▶ It shows that the severity inflation can be estimated from the
incurred data.

▶ It replaces the fragile severity inflation coming from DCL by the
more robust severity inflation of the incurred data.

▶ A number of empirical studies have shown that BDCL indeed is a
robust and reliable reserving method.
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Extensions of Double Chain Ladder

PDCL - RBNS Preserving Double Chain Ladder:
▶ Aim: Use expert knowledge and preserve RBNS case estimates

in case of better representation of development pattern in
incurred triangle.

▶ We are also able to adjust the RBNS case estimates if we think
they are a bit over-/ underestimated.

▶ In PDCL, the RBNS reserve part is not just replaced by the case
estimates.
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Extensions of Double Chain Ladder

PDCL algorithm:
▶ Get RBNS and IBNR by DCL and replace RBNS with case

estimates.

▶ Include IBNR and new RBNS in data and run DCL again to get
new DCL parameters.

▶ These steps can be iterated until convergence.

▶ Since RBNS has changed as well, we correct the new RBNS
result by changing the severity inflation so that we get the RBNS
case estimates.

▶ Get new IBNR estimates with these new DCL parameters.

▶ Therefore, PDCL estimates the exact RBNS case estimates but
also corrects the IBNR estimates.
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Validation
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Validation

Testing results against experience:
▶ Cut c=1,2,... diagonals (periods) from the observed triangle.
▶ Apply the estimation methods.
▶ Compare forecasts and actual values.
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Validation
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Next steps

▶ Include zero-claims probability.

▶ Include development year inflation.
▶ very useful for split between big claims and small claims (for

reinsurance purposes)

▶ Include options to adjust for data with special properties
(e.g. strange numbers in one year because of financial crises).

▶ Operational time (time changes speed in every year).
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